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ABSTRACT Object localization plays a crucial role in computational perception, enabling applications
ranging from surveillance to autonomous navigation. This can be leveraged by fusing data from cameras and
LiDARs (Light Detection and Ranging). However, there are challenges in employing current fusion methods
in edge devices, while keeping the process flexible and modular. This paper presents a method for multiple
object localization that fuses LiDAR and camera data with low-latency, flexibility and scalability. Data is
obtained from 360◦ surround view four cameras and a scanning LiDAR distributed over embedded devices.
The proposed technique: 1) discriminates dynamic multiple objects in the scene from raw point clouds,
clusters their respective points to obtain a compact representation in 3D space; and 2) asynchronously fuse
the centroids with data from object detection neural networks for each camera for detection, localization,
and tracking. The proposed method meets above functionalities with low-latency fusion and increased field
of view for safer navigation, even with intermittent flow of labels and bounding boxes from models. That
makes our system distributed, modular, scalable and agnostic to the object detection model, distinguishing
it from the current state-of-art. Finally, the proposed method is implemented and validated in both indoor
environment and publicly available outdoor KITTI 360 data set. The fusion occurs much faster and accurate
when compared with traditional non-data driven fusion technique and the latency is competitive with other
non-embedded deep learning fusion methods. The mean error is estimated to be ≈ 5 cm and precision of
2 cm for indoor navigation of 15 m (error percentage of 0.3%). Similarly, mean error of 30 cm and precision
of 3 cm for outdoor navigation of 35 m on KITTI 360 data set (error percentage of 0.8%).

INDEX TERMS Sensor fusion, LiDAR, object localization, embedded system.

NOMENCLATURE
ϵsync Time duration of a step for frame

synchronization.
CXY Set of 2D plane projections of all centroids.
Ci Set of cluster centroids at instant i.
Ti Set of tracks at instant i.
aaaj,li Compact representation obtained from sssj,li .
bbbj,ki Compact representation obtained from fff j,ki .

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Wei Wei .

fff j,ki Image frame captured by k-th camera
connected at j-th device at a given instant i.

pppj,li,n n-th point from cloud frame captured from l-th
LiDAR connected to j-th device at instant i.

pppo 2D point representation of o-th object w.r.t
LiDAR coordinate frame.

sssj,li Point cloud frame captured from l-th LiDAR
connected to j-th device at instant i.

tktktk Translation for k-th camera w.r.t. world frame.
www 3Dworld point in the homogeneous co-ordinate

system.
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xxxk 3D world point in the k-th camera
homogeneous co-ordinate system.

σzfilter Z-axis variance theshold for cluster removal.
assoco Boolean indicator of new centroid association

with o-th object.
C Number of image channels.
cXYoverlay 2D plane projections of overlayed point.
cg Centroid of g-th cluster.
co Class code of o-th object.
d Object detection.
dneighbor Threshold distance for DBSCAN algorithm.
H Height of image in pixels.
i Instant at frame capture.
ido Unique identification of the o-th object.
j Embedded device identification.
k Camera identification.
l LiDAR sensor identification.
lvoxel Lateral voxel size of octree map.
Mk Intrinsic calibration matrix for k-th camera.
Nc Total number of cameras.
Nl Total number of LiDAR sensors.
Np Total number of point in a point cloud frame.
Ncluster Minimum number of dense points in a cluster

DBSCAN algorithm.
ndense Number of neighbors of a dense point for

DBSCAN algorithm.
Oi Octree map from point cloud at instant i.
pkg Transformed centroid from g-th cluster from

the LiDAR coordinate frame to the coordinate
frame of the k-th camera.

ppixelg Pixel projection of centroid from g-th cluster.
Pk k-th camera transformation matrix.
rki,d Detection Bounding Box of d-th detection from

k-th camera at instant i.
Rk Rotation matrix for k-th camera frame w.r.t.

world frame.
to Track of o-th object.
uki,d Detection object class code number of d-th

detection from k-th camera at instant i.
W Width of image in pixels.

I. INTRODUCTION
Localizing moving objects is a crucial task in computational
perception, with applications ranging from surveillance to
autonomous navigation. Accurate object localization serves
as a foundation for tasks like target pursuit, behavior tracking,
and obstacle avoidance. This task, among others, directly
benefits from the fusion of different sensor modalities. The
combination of 3D LiDARs and cameras are a very common
combination since they complement each other [1], [2]. 3D
LiDARs provide a depth map of environments, but fail to pro-
vide color and other semantic relevant information. In turn,
RGB cameras provide offer rich information but do not pro-
vide any direct spatial information on the objects [3], [4].

Traditionally, both LiDARs and cameras are fused at
early stage, by mapping of all 3D points into pixel space
before further downstream tasks. This approach, however,
relies on a very precise calibration and also in the align-
ment of frames from both sensors. Lately, there has been
an increase in proposals for deep learning-based image and
point cloud fusion that obtain labels and 3D location of
objects [5]. Many of the fusion proposals require training and
deployment of computationally expensive neural networks on
high-performance hardware. These models typically demand
a large amount of training data, fixed number of sensors, and
inference can occur away from the input data source. That
hinders their application to domains that require localization
of objects to be performed in edge and computation con-
strained devices.

Recent advances in high-performance embedded compu-
tation hardware and deep learning algorithms allowed tasks
like object classification, detection, localization, and tracking
to be performed in embedded platforms (e.g. NVIDIA Jet-
son [6], [7], Raspberry Pi [8]). However, their computation
power can not support the burden of deep learning meth-
ods fusing inputs from multi-modal sensors. Also, buffering
inputs such as point clouds and multiple images is memory-
intensive. The small form factor and rich hardware interfaces
of edge devices, on the other hand, enable networking and dis-
tributed computation capabilities. They allow for the modular
and flexible implementation of the aforementioned function-
alities through the use of connected individual embedded
devices.

Scaling the number of sensors and leveraging the strengths
of each sensor modality can improve performance in tasks
such as object localization, but pose a challenge to imple-
mentation on embedded systems. That entails breaking down
complex functionalities into small chunks on different ded-
icated hardware components. When connected, embedded
computing modules with limited capabilities can also be
used; it allows easy and partial replacement ofmalfunctioning
modules; and it also enables more dynamic and redundant
sensor arrangements. Communication among sensors and
computing modules in larger platforms such as self-driving
cars, for example, can introduce latency and noise. Interme-
diate processing nodes on the edge may be able to reduce the
length of raw data transmission. However, they can introduce
network latency and makes it difficult to bridge the gap
between modularity and time efficiency.

A system that perceives all its surroundings is needed
for safer navigation, specially in cases such as collabora-
tive robotics, where mobile platforms work in tandem with
humans. While fusing sensors for surround view adds value
for safety, it also adds computational cost. The necessity
of having flexible and modular systems to process several
sensors, summed up with the challenge of distributing the
pipeline over constrained devices pose the motivation to this
work. It addresses the limitations of existing approaches by
proposing an edge-distributed fusion system for robust mov-
ing object localization. We aim to overcome the challenges
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of processing camera and LiDAR data in real-time on dis-
tributed edge devices with constrained computational power.
By leveraging the strengths of both sensor modalities, our
approach aims to improve robustness and flexibility of object
localization in dynamic scenarios.

To differentiate our work from the state-of-the-art,
we introduce a modular and flexible implementation using
two connected embedded devices. Further, four cameras and
one LiDAR are employed in independent, unsynchronized
computation pipelines. The system is able to detect, classify
and track the position of moving objects in a 360◦ field
of view with simplified 2D points. It is suitable to con-
strained computing settings in dynamic environments, where
the platform should move in all four directions. Applica-
tion examples could involve autonomous navigation for load
transporting and inspection in industrial spaces with presence
of humans, where perception of environment is required in all
four directions.

The significance of our work lies in bridging the gap
between LiDAR-camera fusion and modular, distributed
edge computing. By optimizing the use of available com-
putational resources, our approach enables real-time object
localization, without relying on high-performance hard-
ware or synchronization among sensors in a monolitic
setting.

The summary of our contributions is listed as follows:
1) Hardware architecture: We propose an architecture

combining more than one embedded device for fusing
data from multiple sensors of different modality for
real world applications. The architecture is designed in
a way to create a distinct abstraction between sensors
interface at one embedded device, and data fusion on
the other one. This separation has added advantages
to make system generalized, modular, and scalable.
We demonstrate experimentally, backed by quantita-
tive analysis, that this architecture has lower latency
without compromising the localization task.

2) Distributed and asynchronous processing pipeline: The
algorithms allow efficient network transmission and
also fusion of unsynchronized data. The capacity of
localizing objects becomes agnostic to the pretrained
object detection model.

3) Finally, we demonstrate the concept experimentally by
connecting four cameras and a LiDAR tomore than one
embedded device forming a network. We then imple-
ment the algorithms distributed over them for object
detection, localization, and tracking multiple objects
both in indoor and on publicly available data. The
proposal is also validated with a hardware-in-the-loop
simulation using an autonomous driving public dataset.

This paper is structured as follows: Sec. II summarizes the
related work followed by problem formulation in Sec. III.
Sec. IV presents the proposed method in detail; Sec. V
describes the set-up adopted for the experiments followed by
results in Sec. VI. Finally, Sec. VII presents conclusion and
future directions.

II. RELATED WORK
Image processing algorithms have become well mature over
the last years after the development of deep learning based
techniques [9], [10], [11]. However, information occurs in
2D space and the important depth information required for
localization tasks is not provided. Also, they do not work
in dark or limited lighting conditions. Not so commonly,
some attempts to estimate 3D object localization from 2D
images can be found in the literature [12], but those are highly
dependent on the training data distribution. To overcome
the limitations, LiDAR sensors offer a dense point cloud of
the environment and is considered a complement to vision
sensors [13]. While cameras give a rich visual representation
in 2D, point clouds give the location of objects in 3D as
well as more information about shape and occupancy. In turn,
deep learning methods for obtaining their location and labels
solely from point clouds [14], [15], [16] are computationally
expensive and require enormous training data, which might
not be easy to obtain.

Sensor fusion can be categorized in three different types:
early fusion, deep fusion and late fusion. In early fusion,
data is combined before any individual processing or feature
extraction step. In deep fusion, neural networks are used
to directly process inputs, where complex relationships are
learned and fusion can occur in many states with latent
representations. In late fusion, each sensor’s data is pro-
cessed independently using sensor-specific algorithms [17],
[18]. After processing and feature extraction, the outputs
are combined or fused at a later stage. Also, it is possible
to classify sensor fusion methods as model-driven or data-
driven. In the first case a prior model is adopted, i.e.; the
motion model of an object being tracked. Data-driven meth-
ods rely on training in a dataset to perform downstream task
from sensors inputs, so all deep fused methods are neces-
sarily data-driven. Some works, such as [19], can perform
late fusion and combine both data-driven and model-driven
approaches.

Some perception tasks also fuse data from radio frequency
processing. Authors [18] proposed passive radio frequency
and infrared signals (PRF-PIR) for human identification and
activity recognition (HIAR). However, the classes used in
their identification tasks is limited to humans, they present a
limited field of view and interference from adjacent electronic
devices.

In object localization, early fusion traditionally translates
into overlaying the RGB image with a point cloud after coor-
dinate transform, yielding 3D points cropped by a bounding
box or semantic mask [20], [21], [22], [23]. That demands
a high precision calibration among sensors and require large
memory for processing data along the task.

Many of the state-of-art works in object localization use
deep fusion, where neural networks sequentially produce and
merge intermediate features from clouds and RGB images
to perform object localization [24], [25], [26], [27], [28].
However, they present several setbacks: They require pow-
erful computation and joint training in multi-modal datasets;
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They rely on sensors synchronization and their complexity
is intractable as the number of input sensors grow. Further,
the annotations and their output use complete 3D bounding
boxes to represent objects, adding unnecessary complexity
for applications requiring only a point representation of their
position.

Moving towards computing-constrained embedded appli-
cations, most of the literature focuses only on simple tasks
such as object detection and recognition using only one
device [7], [29], [30]. The work [31] proposed fusion of cam-
era and radar for tracking vehicles in a road in a distributed
architecture. However, they were limited to simulation only
and required sensor frame synchronization.

Our work performs late fusion, having unsynchronized
independent pipelines. Since it relies on a pre-trained object
detection model and does not assume any motion model, out
solution can be categorized as data-driven, with the benefit of
requiring only image training data and not LiDAR data.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The need of a large number of sensors from different modal-
ities (both for complementary and redundancy) in embedded
systems yield the need of embedded units to work together
for accommodating the computation involved in perception
tasks. Under this perspective, we revisit the simple perception
task of tracking the position of moving objects to propose a
modular and flexible system that accounts for communication
among devices. Unlike other proposals [32], [33], this paper
assumes that such task can be accomplished on the edge
evenwith sensors connected to different and not synchronized
embedded devices.

Referring to Fig. 1, let sssj,li denote a point cloud frame
captured from l th LiDAR ( l ∈ {1, 2, 3 . . .Nl}) connected to
embedded device j ∈ {1, 2, 3 . . .Nd } during the experiment
at a given instant i. sssj,li contains all 3D points obtained from
the scene in a given frame. Mathematically, sssj,li = {ppp

j,l
i,n}

Np
n=1,

where pppj,li,n ∈ R3, ∀i, j, l and Np is the number of points

contained in the frame. Similarly, fff j,ki is an image frame
captured by a camera k ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .Nc} connected at device
j ∈ {1, 2, 3 . . .Nd } at a given instant i. Each element fff j,ki ∈
ZW×H×C is a 3D matrix representing an RGB image with
width, height and channelW , H and C respectively.
We consider real-world navigation that occurs in a 2D

plane, where objects navigate in 2D plane (as they do not
fly off the ground). For further efficient planning, the final
perception task is simplified so as to estimate the minimum
distances of objects projected in the ground plane. Thus,
for every moving object of interest, we aim to obtain a set
of labels uo,i and reference points pppo,i ∈ R2

∀i, which
represent the object position in the ground plane.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, sensors are connected to interface
devices. The data acquired from them needs to be transmitted
to the fusion device. It’s desirable to obtain a compact form of
important information at the interface device so it can be sent
efficiently to the fusion device. Mathematically, that means

FIGURE 1. Illustration of the convention adopted. In the example, camera
k = 4 and LiDAR l = 1 are connected to device j = 1, sending frames
sequentially.

FIGURE 2. Schematic diagram of embedded devices for sensor interface
and for fusion respectively as well as the data flow. sssj,l

i represents the

point cloud frame from LiDAR l connected to device j at instant i , fff j,k
i the

camera frame from camera k connected to device j at instant i , aaaj,l
i the

compact representation obtained from pre-processing point cloud frame
from LiDAR l connected to device j at instant i , bbbj,k

i the compact
representations obtained from pre-processing image frame from camera
k connected to device j at instant i . uo,i represents a given object label
and pppo,i its position on the ground plane.

to acquire data from different modalities (sssj,li and fff j,ki ) and to
obtain: (a) representations from clouds aaaj,li ∈ R3×Np′ , with
Np′ < Np ∀j, l, i and (b) representations from images bbbj,ki ∈
RW ′×B′×C ′ , with B′ < B, W ′ < W and C ′ < C ∀j, k, i.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section we describe in detail the method proposed.
First, we give an overview of the system (Subsec. IV-A);
We then show the approximated camera calibration method
adopted (Subsec. IV-B); The algorithms adopted in each
computation node are described from Subsec. IV-C to IV-E.

A. OVERVIEW
We demonstrate the modularity and distributed computation
across units by using two distinct embedded devices and
five sensors – four cameras and the LiDAR. All sensors are
connected to first embedded device (a.k.a interface device)
and fusion occurs in the other one (a.k.a. fusion device). Even
though sensors are connected to the same device, each sensor
has its data processed independently, so, without any loss
of generality, we are able to emulate the same conditions as
if the computation was distributed among different interface
devices with even more limited capacity.
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FIGURE 3. General architecture: Different pipelines with distributed
nodes across two embedded devices. Data from cameras and LiDAR are
preprocessed separately at a interface module and sent asynchronously
to be fused at a fusion module.

The general distributed architecture with sensors integra-
tion and functionalities is illustrated in Fig. 3. All the five
sensors are connected to a single device (Interface device).
Data of different modalities (image and point cloud) is
continuously collected. In the interface device, data com-
ing from each sensor flows through individual pipelines,
where software modules (nodes) extract the compact rel-
evant representation of the scene from the each of four
cameras (object labels and bounding boxes) and the LiDAR
(displacement cluster centroids) simultaneously. Then those
are exchanged through network messages in a publisher-
subscriber scheme. The messages are sent to the second
embedded device (fusion device) over network, where data
fusion occurs and the compact representation of the scene is
reconstructed. For the sake of simplicity, we omit the device
j identification superscript from further variables.

Objects are identified using labels obtained in the cam-
era pipelines, which also yield bounding boxes to be used
along with the output from LiDAR pipeline for localization.
To avoid dependency on multi-modal datasets and complex
models at the LiDAR pipeline, we adopted a non-supervised
approach based on comparison of two sequential point
cloud frames, denoted as displacement centroid calcula-
tion (Subsec. IV-D). Obtaining a compact representation
from images is quite straightforward due to availability
of pre-trained detection models. Once the bounding boxes
and labels are obtained (Subsec. IV-C), the points obtained
from the cloud pipeline are overlayed by the bounding box
(Subsec. IV-E). That is only possible due to the preceding
calibration process described in Subsec. IV-B. The result of
overlay is sent for updating tracks or creating new ones. The
tracks are also updated in the absence of overlays, relying
only on the output of clouds. A more detailed diagram with
algorithms and data flow is depicted in Fig. 4.

B. CALIBRATION
Before fusing information from the sensors, it is crucial to
calibrate them - four cameras with respect to one other and
then each camera with respect to the LiDAR – to achieve a
representation in the same coordinate frame. Camera k maps
3D world points to 2D image given by (1), where xxxk ∈ R3 is

a 2D image in homogeneous co-ordinate system,www ∈ R4 is a
3D world point in the homogeneous co-ordinate system, and
Pk ∈ R3×4 is the camera matrix given by (2), whereMk is the
intrinsic parameter. Rk is the rotation and tktktk is the translation
of camera frame with respect to world frame respectively,
together forming the extrinsic matrix.

xxxk = Pkwww (1)

Pk = Mk [Rk |tktktk ] (2)

While extrinsic calibration ([Rk |tktktk ]) maps the 3D world
co-ordinate to camera co-ordinate, intrinsic calibration (Mk )
maps the camera co-ordinate to image plane. For extrinsic
calibration, the LiDAR sensor coordinate frame is adopted as
reference. Thus, both the pose of LiDAR coordinate frame
and the cameras is found with respect to a chosen calibration
target, so the final transformmatrix between each camera and
the LiDAR is obtained. A board with four circular blob with
known center, diameter and the position of each blob in world
co-ordinate was used as the calibration target. Circular holes
are detected by Circle Hough Transform algorithm; the target
position with respect to the camera is then obtained using
SolvePnP algorithm [34]. The transformation matrix between
the LiDAR and the center of the target board was estimated
by the procedure in [22], [23], and [35]. This is a well-known
calibration technique because circular blobs present features
that (a) are very distinguishable and can be easily identified in
images by computer vision algorithms and, at the same time,
(b) provide the disparity in depth that can be capture by the
point clouds from LiDARs.

For intrinsic calibration, checkerboard was used as ref-
erence and the coefficients are obtained by identifying its
target corner points, implementing the method based on [36].
For simplification purposes, the calibration is performed for
north camera only. We also take advantage of the geometrical
disposition of all cameras (as each camera is perpendicular
to one other) and use the extrinsic matrix obtained for north
camera. We rotate it in 90◦ in the plane sequentially for
estimating the extrinsic matrix for other cameras.

C. OBJECT DETECTION
Referring to Fig. 3, four computing nodes in the interface
module receive streams images from the 4 cameras and
each of them perform object detection. This work proposes
a system that is agnostic to the type of object detection,
so any pre-trained detection model can be adopted, making
the localization available to whichever classes the detection
model can detect. We assume that the model does not create
redundant bounding boxes for the same object in the image,
so there will be no intersection among them.

In this work, we adopted the SSD (Multibox Single
Shot Detector) architecture [37]. This neural architecture is
well-known in the literature for inference speed performance.
It was optimized for running on the embedded device [38] and
trained in the COCO (Common objects in Context) public
dataset [39]. Each camera k object detection node contains
a SSD detection model. If one or more detections are present
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FIGURE 4. Data flow and algorithms. Cluster centroids are obtained from displacement in point clouds (Alg. 1).
For each camera, bounding boxes and labels are obtained for every detection (Subsec. IV-C). After an
approximate synchronization is performed (Alg. 2), the closest centroid overlayed by a bounding box is
projected in the ground plane (Alg. 3) and can create or update tracks (Alg. 4). Non-overlayed centroids can also
be used to update nearby existing tracks (Alg. 5).

for a given instant i, a set containing information tuples
{rki,d , u

k
i,d } of each detection d from that camera is sent. For

each tuple, rki,d ∈ R4 contains the center cordinates, height
and width of the bounding box and an object class code
number uki,d ∈ N (Shown in Fig. 4). In the absence of
detections for a given image frame, no message is published.

SSD is fast but not so accurate, outputting intermittent
detections. It was purposely chosen as object detector to prove
the ability of the system to locate objects even when it fails
to detect an existing object for a given frame (demonstrated
in Sec. V). Although detecting object classes is essential in
the proposed task, the tracking process in this work can be
performed also in the absence of a detection message, hence
increasing the reliability of the overall system.

D. DISPLACEMENT CENTROID CALCULATION
The overall scheme of displacement cluster formation is illus-
trated by Fig. 5 and Alg. 1. Similar to sending the entire
image of the scene captured by four cameras, sending the
complete point cloud captured by LiDAR from one platform
to another is unfeasible in terms of network latency, com-
putational cost and memory requirements. Hence, a more
compact representation must be obtained from processing
point clouds. The key idea behind each cloud frame process-
ing is 3D background filtering, by subtracting points referring
to static portion of the scenario. A given point cloud frame
sssi−1 is stored while processing of next point cloud frame sssi.
When sssi arrives at the processing node, an octree map for
previous frame sssi−1 is generated. Octrees are a quite com-
pact volume occupancy representation based on voxels [40].
Considering a voxel as a cube, its lateral size is established
by a parameter lvoxel . Once the octree from sssi−1 is generated,
the original points are removed from the structure and the
current points from sssi are inserted in the octree structure.
By design, this data structure allows a quick verification if
a given voxel is occupied or not by any point. If the voxel
was previously empty for sssi−1 and became occupied by one

FIGURE 5. Displacement cluster scheme: Points from previous frame
stored as octree(left); The points from the current frame mapped to the
stored octree and displacement points selected (middle); Clustering
(right).

of the current points of sssi, those points are considered as
displacement and selected. If there is no previous frame,
the complete point cloud is considered as the displacement
and that enables the system to track stationary objects at
initialization.

The next step is to cluster the displacement points. The
density-based clusteringmethodDBSCANwas adopted [22].
It associates points to a cluster given the number of neighbor
points within a threshold distance dneighbor . A region around
a point is considered dense and can potentially start a cluster
if there are at least ndense neighbors. The minimum number
of grouped points Ncluster required to form a cluster can
be adjusted, so smaller associations will be considered as
outliers. Due to the laser projection pattern, the ground and
other planes that do not have their normal vectors pointed
towards the LiDAR sensor will have a lower density of points.
As they are not relevant for the task, the algorithm conve-
niently treat them as outliers. Other emerging points due to
sensor imprecision are also discarded.

Even with noise removal, objects that were previously
shadowing floor regions can allow ground emerging points
as they move and those can still mistakenly be treated as a
displacement cluster. To remove that artifact, a filter is applied
by evaluating the variance of the cluster in the Z direction
(orthogonal to the ground plane). If the value is smaller than
a threshold σzfilter , the cluster is discarded. After obtaining
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Algorithm 1 Displacement Centroid Calculation
Input: Previous point cloud frame sssi−1, Current Point cloud

Frame sssi
Output: Displacement Centroids Ci
1: Oi← Octree map from sssi−1
2: Oi← Remove all points from sssi−1 (Keep tree structure)
3: D← ∅ ▷ Set of displacement points
4: Ci← ∅ ▷ Set of displacement centroids
5: for each pppi,n ∈ sssi do
6: vn ← Find the voxel corresponding to pppi,n in Oi ▷

Check for each point if the voxel in the octree exists
7: if vn = ∅ then
8: D ← D ∪ pppi,n ▷ If not found, add it as a displace-

ment point
9: end if

10: end for
11: G ← Apply DBSCAN clustering on points in D and

retrieve the set of clusters
12: for g ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |G|} do
13: cg← Calculate centroid of cluster g
14: σgz← Variance of cluster over the Z axis
15: if σgz > σzfilter then
16: Ci ← Ci ∪ cg ▷ Only add centroids from clusters

with variance in Z axis higher than threshold (X:
front, Y: left, Z: up)

17: end if
18: end for
19: Store sssi
20: return Ci

the clusters, their centroids cg are calculated and sent to the
fusion platform, being grouped as a set Ci.

E. FUSION
The fusion process is described in described in Alg. 2.
The messages containing detections from cameras (bounding
boxes and labels) are transmitted asynchronously according
to the deep learning model output. The messages containing
the displacement centroids (obtained from Alg. 1) are used
as a reference for trying to match detection messages to a
given point cloud frame. Further, a buffer stores themaximum
number of messages from each topic (detection from 4 cam-
eras plus displacement centroids). All messages contain the
timestamp of the data acquired by the corresponding sensor
of the pipeline. A detection message is matched to a centroid
message only if the timestamp difference between both is
smaller than a threshold ϵsync. In case there is more than one
timestampmatch between the centroid message and detection
messages from a given camera, the shortest time difference
message is considered.

Once the displacement centroids and object detection are
matched, they proceed to the overlay (Alg. 3), where each
centroid cg is transformed from the LiDAR coordinate frame
to the coordinate frame of the camera pkg corresponding to the

Algorithm 2 Fusion
Input: Centroids from current cloud frame Ci, Tracks from previous

frame Ti
Output: Updated tracks Ti+1
1: H← ∅ ▷ Store new created tracks to be added at the end
2: T ← ∅ ▷ Stores temporarily the existing tracks as they get

updated by associations
3: D← Retrieve detections within time span ϵsync from all cam-

eras ▷ Each element ofD consist of a tuple (rkd,i, u
k
d,i) referring

to a detection d coming from camera k
4: CXY ← 2D plane projections of all centroids in Ci
5: for d ∈ {1, 2 . . . |D|} do
6: cXYoverlay← Overlay(Ci,rkd,i) ▷ Alg.3
7: if cXYoverlay ̸= NULL then
8: H,T ← OverlayedAssociation(cXYoverlay, r

k
d,i, u

k
d,i,Ti) ▷

Alg.4
9: CXY ← CXY − {cXYoverlay}
10: end if
11: end for
12: T ← OnlyCloudAssociation(T , CXY ) ▷ Alg.5
13: Set assoco = False ∀o ∈ {1, 2 . . . |T |}
14: Ti+1← T ∪ H
15: return Ti+1

detection using thematrices obtained during calibration (Sub-
sec. IV-B). Then, the centroid is projected on the camera plane
and sub sequentially, their corresponding pixel coordinates
are obtained. The centroids that lie inside of the bounding box
from detection are said to be overlayed and then selected. Due
to the assumption of no intersection among boxes, points are
overlayed by only one bounding box each. Then, 2D ground
projection of centroid poverlay that has minimum distance to
the sensor is chosen.

F. CENTROID-TRACK ASSOCIATION
Object tracking is the task of taking an initial set of object
detections and re-identifying them as they move around
the scenario [41]. Tracking involves associating detections
at a given time with the instance previously tracked. This
association is often approached as a global minimization
problem [42]. In our context, the focus is continuously
localizing the objects in the field of view by providing 2D
reference points and labels even in the absence of object
detection from camera. Hence,we employ a simplified associ-
ation scheme. In this context, tracking is also used to re assign
labels to reference points popopo when they are not overlayed by
any detection bounding box.

Both data overlay and tracking are explained in Alg. 4.
Each track to is consisted by a tuple {ido, co,pppo, assoco}. The
variable ido is the unique identification of that object, co refers
to its C identified by the object detection module, pppo is the
two dimensional point that represents the object with respect
to the LiDAR coordinate frame projected in the ground plane.
The variable assoco is a support boolean flag that indicates if
the track was associated with a new incoming centroid at a
given association step.
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Algorithm 3 Overlay

Input: Bounding box rkd for a detection d obtained from
camera k , Centroids C

Output: 2D projection of closest overlayed centroid cXYoverlay

1: cXYoverlay← ∅
2: L← ∅ ▷ Overlayed centroids projected on ground plane

3: kTl ← Retrieve extrinsic calibration matrix between
LiDAR and camera k

4: M ← Retrieve intrinsic calibration matrix for camera
5: for g ∈ {1, 2 . . . |C|} do
6: pkg←

kTl · cg ▷ pkg ∈ R3 is the centroid in the camera
k coordinate frame

7: ppixelg ←M · pkg ▷ p
pixel
g ∈ N2 is the centroid projected

in the pixel space of camera k
8: if pkg[2] > 0 and ppixelg inside rkd ▷ Check if centroid is

ahead of the camera (Z axis pointing out from lens) and
if corresponding pixel lies inside bounding box then

9: cXYg ← 2D ground projection of centroid cg
10: L← L ∪ cXYg
11: end if
12: end for
13: cXYoverlay ← cXYg ∈ L with minimum distance to sensor
||cXYg ||

14: return cXYoverlay

In case there has been a fusion of displacement centroids
(previously obtained from Alg. 1) and detections, the result-
ing overlaid point is projected on the ground plane and
considered. If it is located within a threshold distance ρoverlay
from a current track with the same label of the detection,
the fused point is matched to the track and the centroid is
associated with the track point. In case any overlaid closest
point is not associated with any track, a new track is created.
Even though we do not assume any prior motion model for
the objects, we use the assumption that the objects will not
move further than this threshold value between frames.

Although tracks are only created through fusion, they
can be updated by pure centroids in the absence of object
detection matching a given point cloud, which improves the
reliability of the system. As described in Alg. 5, the update
occurs if the distance between the projected centroid and the
track is lower than a threshold ρpurecloud . The absence of
detection increases the risk of mismatches, so we assign a
lower value to ρpurecloud . We assume that objects will not be
closer than this value to each other.

V. EXPERIMENTS
The setup implementation1 uses four RGB cameras, scanning
Ouster LiDAR (image and point cloud), and two embedded

1The code used in the platforms is available on
https://github.com/jamendola/sur_fus_loc.git

Algorithm 4 OverlayedAssociation

Input: Centroids from current cloud frame cXYoverlay, Bound-
ing Box rd , Detection label ud , Tracks from previous
frame T

Output: Updated tracks T
1: H← ∅ ▷ New tracks to be created
2: tclosest ← Track with closest pppo to cXYoverlay
3: if uclosest = ud and ||cXYoverlay − pclosest || < ρoverlay then
4: pclosest ← cXYoverlay ▷ Updates closest track position

with cXYoverlay if the labels from track and detection are
equal and distance is shorter than threshold

5: Set track tttclosest as associated
6: else
7: tnew = {idnew, ud , cXYoverlay, assocnew = True}
8: H←H ∪ tnew
9: end if
10: return H, T

Algorithm 5 OnlyCloudAssociation

Input: Tracks T , Left centroids projected on plane CXY
Output: Updated tracks T
1: for o ∈ {1, 2 . . . |T |} do
2: if assoco = False ▷ Not associated then
3: cXYclosest ← plane projected centroid from CXY with

minimum distance to pppo
4: if ||pppo − cXYclosest || < ρpurecloud then
5: pppo← cXYclosest
6: end if
7: end if
8: end for

devices (Nvida Jetson Xavier AGX) via local area network
(LAN) connection. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6. The
NVIDIA Jetson AGX Xavier modules contain 8 CPU cores,
GPU with 512 NVIDIA CUDA cores and 64 Tensor cores
and RAM memory of 32 GB. They have additionally a pro-
prietary hardware accelerator (NVDLA) for deep learning
convolution operations. The four cameras having 95◦ field
of view each and the resolution of image 1280 × 720 are
arranged to face in north, east, south and west direction. They
are connected to one embedded device through a dedicated
MIPI-CSI 2 interface. The images are streamed at 30 fps. The
Ouster LiDAR (OS-1-64) [43] is configured with a horizontal
resolution of 512 points and vertical resolution of 64 rings. Its
precision varies according to the range: 0.3 - 1 m: ± 0.7 cm,
1 - 20 m:± 1 cm, 20 - 50 m:± 2 cm. It is connected to inter-
face Jetson through Ethernet and stream data points from the
complete surround view at 20Hz. The LiDAR is placed on top
of the cameras so its center intersects with the focus lines of
the four cameras. The sensor system is mounted on a mobile
platform [44] so the cameras are disposed equidistantly to
cover the complete surround view.
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FIGURE 6. Proposed experimental setup.The mounting remains static and
is placed on a suspended base for the experiments.

FIGURE 7. Software architecture. Arrows represent messages exchanged
in a publisher-subscriber scheme.

As shown in Fig. 7, the software architecture is based
on computing nodes using the open source Robot Operat-
ing System (ROS) [45]. The implementation was performed
using Python, C++, frameworks NVIDIA TensorRT and
Point Cloud Library (PCL). Each computing node receives
and sends messages through Transmission control protocol
(TCP). Messages are sorted according to a topic, so pub-
lisher nodes can communicate with subscriber nodes. The
cameras are integrated with ROS through Gstreamer library
(gscam_driver_v4l nodes). Each node instance publishes
images as messages of a ROS topic. Each topic is uniquely
identified according to the camera producing the images
and there is a different instance of the ROS node of type
detectnet. For each of the camera topics, the respective
model receives a raw image, rescales it to 300 × 300 reso-
lution and performs object detection. Point clouds are also
pre-processed on the interface jetson on edge. The LiDAR
driver is wrapped by os_node ROS node and packets con-
taining measurements for small azimuth blocks are sent to

FIGURE 8. Left side and Right side of the area used for the experiments
and reference path markers. The path in ‘‘T’’ shape to be followed by the
target objects is partially shown in the picture in blue dashed lines. The
sensor can be seen in bottom right with a distance of 1.5 m from each
line of the path and remains static as the targe object moves through
the path.

os_cloud_node node. It accumulates and organizes points,
sending messages that represent a point cloud for the com-
plete 360◦ view. Once a given point cloud frame is sent to
node cloud_preprocess and processed, a muchmore reduced
number of points is published and sent to fusion_mot node at
fusion jetson. Amore detailed specification of the ROS topics
is listed below:
• /c*/image_raw: Header(identification and timestamp)
+ RGB Image Matrix with shape 1280× 720 of 1 byte
(RGB8 encoding)

• /os_node/lidar_packets: Header(identification and
timestamp and data layout) + Buffer of 6464 bytes
containing data from 16 azimuth measurement blocks.

• /os_cloud_node/points: Header(identification and
timestamp and data layout) + 51264 elements array
containing coordinates X,Y,Z, intensity, noise, range and
ring

• /cloud_preprocess/centroids: Header(identification
and timestamp) + variable buffer containing sequence
xyz point coordinates (32 bit floats)

• /det_*/detections: Header(identification and times-
tamp) + array of composed data containing bounding
box width,height,center x and center y (64 bit float) and
class id (integer)

The complex functionalities needed for perception are
divided and implemented in small chunks on the dedicated
hardware platform and then integrated together (Fig. 3).
This architecture adds the advantage that the embedded
system with limited computation capabilities can also be
used as the total work is divided among the distributed sys-
tems. Further, having a distributed architecture for sensor
fusion and perception in navigation platforms allows easy
and partial replacement of malfunctioning modules. It also
allows more dynamic and redundant sensor arrangements.
In larger platform such as self-driving cars, for exam-
ple, communication among sensors and computing modules
can present latency and noise. Thus, intermediate process-
ing nodes on the edge could reduce the expanse of raw
data-transmission.
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FIGURE 9. Different sides of the larger area used for detecting multiple
objects. The sensor setup stays static in the middle of the open area as
the target objects should freely move around it.

A. INDOORS EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the proposed methodology (Alg. 1-5) with real
self-conducted experiments, we adopted the scenarios shown
in Fig. 8 and 9. Even though objects can move freely around
the surround view system, markers were placed on the floor
of the first scenario (Fig. 8) to establish a reference path for
further error calculations. The second scenario (Fig. 9) has a
larger space to accommodate more than one object of interest
at a larger distance from the sensors.

B. OUTDOORS PUBLIC DATASET EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the algorithm in an outdoor environment with
sensors embedded in a moving platform and also perform
comparative analysis, we further performed experiments
through a simulated environment using the KITTI-360 pub-
lic dataset [46], where data was streamed through ROS in
Hardware-in-the-loop style. For the scenario considered, the
point clouds captured by a Velodyne HDL-64E LiDAR,
images from cameras point forwards (1408×376 resolution)
and pointing sideways (1400×100 resolution) were used. All
imaged were rectified and re-scaled to 300 × 300 resolution
when passed to detection models. To ensure that only moving
objects and new objects entering the LiDAR field of view are
captured, we relied on the localization information provided
by the dataset and adopted the global fixed coordinate frame
as reference when transforming the pixels and point clouds.

VI. RESULTS
A. INDOOR EXPERIMENTS
1) SINGLE OBJECT TRACKING
For the indoor experiments,2 the parameters adopted are
listed in Table 1.
The first experiment was conducted by having a person to

walk over the reference path established by markers in the
room as shown in Fig. 8. For brevity, the path was established
to use three of the four cameras from the surround system for
fusion. During the experiment, the person could freely rotate
the body or turn his head as long as its center could keep
on the path. The system was set so only objects classified

2The hyper parameters were tuned for the scenarios and their impact is
discussed in Sec. VII.

TABLE 1. Experiment parameters.

FIGURE 10. Trajectory of the reference point (geen lines) along with point
cloud obtained through Alg. 1-5. The coordinate system is defined by the
LiDAR on the setup, as illustrated by the red, green and blue arrows.

as a person were tracked. The sequence of track points were
then compared with the reference lines. The experiment was
repeated three times, acquiring 100 frames each time, with
the person walking along the lines with an average speed
of 2 km/h. Fig. 10 illustrates the display of the trajectory
of a track point along with the original point cloud of the
scenario.

Fig. 11 shows the trajectory of the track point evolving
as the person of interest is captured by different cameras.
It shows the detection bounding box covering the person
totally (Fig. 11A, blue shaded area), partially (Fig. 11B, blue
shaded area) or even absent across the trajectory (Fig. 11C).
Still, the track point (correspondingly in Fig. 11D, E, F)
could be successfully updated for all the situations. That
demonstrates the ability of the system to compensate for
failures in pipelines from camera and detection by using only
information from LiDAR.
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FIGURE 11. View of cameras and LiDAR point cloud for person. Camera
images (A,B,C) with the respective point cloud correspondence (D,E,F) for
person as object of interest. Detection occurring in both west (A) and
north (B) cameras overlaying centroids for updating the track. East
camera (C) without detection and only centroid is used for update.

FIGURE 12. Trajectory corresponding to a person walking over the
reference path. The arrows indicate the sequence of the trajectory and
different symbols indicate point updates from overlayed (star) and
non-overlayed centroids (circles) using for updating the track.

The trajectory points obtained are compared to the refer-
ence path and is shown in Fig. 12. The points obtained by
updating the tracks are depicted by different scatter symbols
to discriminate between: a) updates by centroids overlayed
with detections (stars) and b) pure displacement cloud cen-
troids in the absence of detection (circles). Points represented
by circles demonstrate once more (as claimed earlier) that
tracking would not be possible relying on detections coming
from the SSD (or camera) at every frame. It is possible
to see that the trajectory occurs in ‘zig-zags’. That reveals
the pattern of walking, where each step has the points of
alternating legs as displacement points to be associated with
the track. Head turns and body rotations also occurred on the
horizontal portion of the path and cause displacement points
to be captured. The mean error in distance between each track
point and the path over navigation of 15.1 m is estimated to

FIGURE 13. Camera images (A,B,C) with the respective point cloud
correspondence (D,E,F) for a chair as object of interest. A: Even though
the object can be seen from east camera, no detection occurs and the
non-overlayed centroid updates the track. B: Detection occurs in north
camera and centroid is overlayed. C: Detection fails again for north
camera and centroid is not overlayed.

be 5.4 cm (mean error percentage = 0.3 %) and precision
of ±2.2 cm.

A second random object whose label is within the COCO
dataset (chair) was chosen for an experiment. A rotating
chair was used to make a contrast as compared to human
in first experiment. As illustrated in Fig. 13, SSD fails to
detect the chair correctly. Still, the system is able to keep
tracking it. The trajectory and reference path are plotted in
Fig. 14. Differently from the person, the trajectory does not
present an evident ‘zig-zag’ pattern (as all the points on the
chair are fixed, unlike the human where different parts move
in different direction). Similar to the previous case, the exper-
iment was repeated three times, also acquiring 100 frames
each time, with the chair being moved at an average speed of
2.5 km/h. Themean error over navigation of 15m is estimated
to be 4.9 cm (mean error percentage = 0.3 %) and precision
of ±3 cm respectively. The algorithm shows similar results
independent upon the type of object.

2) SIMULTANEOUS MULTIPLE OBJECT TRACKING
After finding the accuracy (given by mean error) of the
proposed methodology, finally, a qualitative experiment
was further performed to demonstrate the functionality of
surround view multiple object tracking. In the experiment
(in the environment shown in Fig. 9) four individuals walk
randomly around the field of view of each camera. Fig. 15
shows that the system can track all targets even at further dis-
tances. This last experiment demonstrated that the system not
only tracks an object of interest across the different camera
regions, but also can track more than one object simultane-
ously. It is important to notice that the objects started being
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FIGURE 14. Trajectory corresponding to a chair being towed over the
reference path. The arrows indicate the sequence of the trajectory and
different symbols indicate point updates from overlayed and
non-overlayed centroids used for updating the track.

TABLE 2. Mean values obtained for indoor experiments.

tracked in the four different sides because of the presence of
four cameras covering all the surroundings.

The larger area available also allowed the individuals to be
at a further distance, revealing that the system is able to track
objects as long as the displacement point clouds representing
them do not become too sparse and are filtered off.

The number of centroids sent from the interface platform
to the fusion platform did not exceed 15 points once the first
frame was sent, which enables very low transmission latency
(compared to sending the entire scene from four camera
and/or LiDAR). Table 2 summarizes the average latency and
errors for each relevant stage in the system pipeline. For cal-
culating the latency values, 600 frames from both cases were
used. If we consider the LiDAR and cloud processing pipeline
as the bottleneck for fusion, the total time taken from data
acquisition until fusion and track update takes approximately
190 ms and the computation time takes 0.14 ms. The trans-
mission of data between the two platforms showed relatively
lower latency (0.01 s), with values that are significantly lower
when compared to computation time.

Further, preliminary trials revealed that running all nodes
in one single Jetson computing platform, without the point
cloud preprocessing and performing overlay of all points in

FIGURE 15. Four people walking around the system each one around a
different direction. North camera is pointed in the direction of green axis.
East camera is pointed in the direction of red axis. A: Camera images
showing each person in each field of view. B,C: The respective trajectories
of each individuals evolving over time.

the caused system crashes due tomemory and processing lim-
itations. That reassures the need of a networked architecture
with processing at the edge for embedded fusion of multiple
sensors.

B. OUTDOORS PUBLIC DATASET EXPERIMENTS
The proposed method was implemented on publicly available
dataset KITTI 360. Fig. 16 illustrates the distance estimation
of a vehicle passing by the platform in a road. Given that the
scenario adopted has cars passing by the platform on its left
side, we considered two situations: using images only from
left-frontal camera of the car set-up (Base model), and also
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TABLE 3. Use cases for ablation studies.

FIGURE 16. Illustration of experiments performed on KITTI-360
dataset [46]. The green line below represents the track of the car detected
in the top image, displayed in the ego-vehicle coordinate frame.

using all cameras (Proposed model) for make the detailed
comparison. The base, ablation and proposed cases are shown
in Table 3.

For the base model (first column in Table 3) hyperparame-
ters adopted for KITTI-360 dataset [46] were the same from
Table 1, with the exception of voxel size and association
thresholds which were set to lvoxel = 1.0 m, ρpurecloud =

ρoverlay = ρ = 5.0 m to adapt the algorithm to a highly
dynamic scenario. Other use cases (case A-D in Table 3)
were defined for ablation purposes, including the change
of detection backbone from Mobilenet to Inception-v2 [47].
Finally, the proposed model with hyper parameters and all
four cameras and LiDAR is described in case E in Table 3.
Table 4 shows the results for the experiments with

KITTI-360 dataset with total distance traversed by ego-
vehicle of 35 m. In every case, the experiment was performed
four times. It is evident that using the simulated environment
of a road demonstrated that the algorithm is also able to
perform detections when the platform is mounted in a moving
vehicle. Even though the proposed algorithm together with
surround view setup (case E) shows an error slight higher
than the base case, the difference is not much representative
in practical terms and also Case E was able to detect an
additional vehicle which the rest of the cases (in Table 3)
failed to detect. The implication is that the proposed surround

FIGURE 17. Localization of two vehicles captured using different cases
and their track ground truths on KITTI-360 dataset [46] (Cases B,
C ommitted for brevity). An additional car was only detected in Case E
due to the extra cameras that captured it in lateral view.

view set up together with the proposed algorithm is suitable
for safer navigation.

Adding up detections from a surround view using all
cameras (Case E) has errors comparable to other cases with
one camera (Base model, and cases A-D), but brings the
advantage of the increased field of view for safer navigation.
Notably, the front camera somehow failed to detect the second
vehicle, possibly due to change in lightning or shadowing.
In turn, the lateral camera captured it, as seen in Fig. 17.

The larger error values and their variance can be explained
by the shape of the target objects. For simplification, the
ground truth values considered were the center of bounding
boxes. Due to the nature of the algorithm, which captures
the closest displacement centroid, there will always be an
error that is proportional to the distance between the center
of the car and the extremities captured by the algorithm.
Considering the safety aspect, the algorithm always cap-
tures the closer extremities and underestimate the distance
to the objects, which is favourable from the safety point
of view. The slight higher latency is caused by the larger
amount of points captured by the displacement detector,
once we have a moving platform in a highly dynamic
scenario.

The threshold tuning was proven necessary, specially
with the higher speed of target objects and the ego-vehicle.
A smaller value of ρ = 1 (Case B) did not suffice to
capture the moving centroids when detection failed and the
tracks could not be properly updating, generating a higher
error in localization. Using a smaller voxel size (lvoxel = 0.5,
Case A) did not have a significant impact on the error,
but caused smaller variance once smaller displacements
began to be captured, smoothing out the track. On the other
hand, it demanded a slightly computational effort and larger
transmission latency due to the more generated centroids.
Switching the detection model by another one with Incep-
tion v2 backbone (Case D) did not cause any significant
changes in error or latency. Any differences in detection effi-
ciency were compensated by association of centroids without
detection.
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TABLE 4. Results for base case, ablation cases that include change in parameters, cameras and backbone and proposed case, obtained in KITTI-360
dataset [46].

TABLE 5. Comparison with early fusion-based method for object
localization.

C. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
To compare our proposed method, we further implemented
an early fusion algorithm that is widely used in the literature
as reference. Fusing data from LiDAR and camera before
performing any other downstream tasks is a very traditional
method present not only for object localization, but in several
other domains [13], [22], [23]. It overlays each 3D point
from LiDAR complete point cloud in the image pixel space,
so each 3D point is mapped to its corresponding image pixel.
We implemented the reference algorithm by using the same
distributed hardware and detection pipelines, but transmitting
all points from point cloud to the fusion embedded device
instead of extracting and sending only displacement cen-
troids. The mapping in pixel space occurred for the complete
point cloud in this case.

Using KITTI-360 dataset, we measured the fusion time for
both cases (reference and our work) and further measured
the error of object point positions by considering the ground
truth center of 3D bounding boxes offered for the dataset.
The results are shown in Table 5. It is possible to see the
huge disparity in error due to the lack of centroid association

TABLE 6. Comparison with other deep learning fusion works for object
localization.

in the baseline algorithm. It also demanded much higher
transmission time because of the size of the unprocessed
point cloud. The comparison revealed the advantages of our
proposal in relation to the other algorithm.

It is worth pointing out that other state-of-art works are
incompatible with distributed processing because of large
monolic deep learning models and also report their results
on public datasets with metrics combining average inter-
section over union for bounding boxes and classification
accuracy (which is not the case here). Since our proposal
accounts for distributed edge architecture, an independently
pre-trained image detection model and outputs a simplified
point representation, a suitable comparative implementation
of those works becomes unfeasible. However, we provided a
more global comparative table with state-of-art deep learning
based models in Table 6. Even though some of those archi-
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tectures provide additional information (3D bounding box
of objects), our proposal is faster than state-of-art solutions.
This is attained by exploiting the computing capabilities
of individual devices in distributed fashion and minimal
transmission latency between them.

VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We presented a method for multiple object localization by
asynchronously fusing data of different modality and dimen-
sions, obtained from four cameras and a scanning LiDAR
distributed over embedded devices.

We addressed the challenge of flexibiliy in the
LiDAR-camera fusion by imposing a clear separation
between sensor interface and fusion. We eliminated the need
of synchronization and accurate calibration among sensors
by using only displacement centroids from point cloud and
association with point tracks. Notably, our system maintains
object tracking even in the presence of camera pipeline failure
or intermittent streaming.

Our methodology bridged the gap between real-time
fusion of the sensors and distributed computing, by allow-
ing transmission of only detection information and compact
representation from the point clouds.

The fusion time results obtained in a highly dynamic
dataset (167 ms) demonstrated that our work is compet-
itive with large monolithic fusion architectures, with the
advantage of distribution over constrained edge devices. The
robustness against object detection intermittency, along with
location accuracy of ≈ 6 cm, reveal that the system is
compliant with safety. The solution could be easily inte-
grated with real-time planning, control and navigation for
autonomous systems in open areas. Specifically, our pro-
posal suits applications where collision must be avoided
in all four directions, such as industrial plants, human
populated areas or automated warehouses. The distributed
nature of the system is also well-suited for in-vehicle
networking.

Looking ahead, future work should focus on expanding
the capabilities of our system, such as using other sensor
modalities, experimenting in different weather conditions.
Also, the direction orthogonal to the navigation plane can be
further considered for expanding the applications in domains
with depth navigation.
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